We investigate the influence of new GRAAL Σ-beam asymmetry measurements on the neutron in multipole fits to the single-pion photoproduction database. Results are compared to those found with the addition of a double-polarization quantity associated with the sum rule.
II. NEW GRAAL MEASUREMENTS FOR Σ ON THE NEUTRON
To gauge the influence of new GRAAL data and their compatibility with previous measurements, the GRAAL Σs have been included in a number of fits using the full SAID database for γN → πN up to E γ = 2.7 GeV [7] . The impact of new data on the SAID PWA can be understood from the comparison of the new SAID fit MA09 [4] , which involves new GRAAL data, with the previous SAID fit SP09 [2] and MAID2007 results [6] .
216 Σs for π 0 n final state at E γ =703-1475 MeV and θ=53-164
• with 99 Σs for π − p final state at E γ =753-1439 MeV and θ=33-163
• GRALL data have been added to the GW SAID database [7] . We have to notice that this GRAAL π 0 n contribution doubled the World database for this reaction. Our best fit MA09 [4] for π 0 n and π − p, reduced initial χ 2 /dp=223 and 89 (SP09 [2] ) to 3.1 and 4.9, respectively. It shows, in particular, that previous π − p measurements provided a better constraint vs. π 0 n case. In Figs. 1 and 2, we show the excitation functions for several production angles. The number of the distributions shown is enough to illustrate the quality of new GRAAL data, the main features of the γn → πN dynamics at the measured energy range, and the impact of the present data on PWAs. The most noticeable effect of the present data
Data from GRAAL Collaboration [5] . Solid lines correspond to the SAID-MA09 solution (GRAAL data included in the database) [4] . Dash-dotted (dashed) lines show the SAID-SP09 [2] (MAID2007 [6] ) (GRAAL data excluded in the database).
FIG. 2: Σ-beam asymmetry for γn
Data from GRAAL Collaboration [4] . The notation of the PWA solutions is the same as in Fig. 1 on the new MA09 is due to very good measurements of the medium-angle (65-140
• ) Σs for W in the range above 1650 MeV. Earlier, this angular region either had been measured with worse accuracy or could only be reached by extrapolation.
The difference between our MA09 and SP09 results for the neutron target is visible specifically for S 11 nE (Fig. 3) . It is observed above E γ ∼400 MeV while modified MAID2007 shown a significant changes vs. MAID2007 [5] above 1 GeV (see Fig. 7 at Ref. [5] ).
The difference between previous pion photoproduction and new GRAAL measurements may result in significant changes in the neutron couplings. 
III. HELICITY-DEPENDENT PHOTOABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS ON THE NEUTRON
The amplitudes obtained in our analyses can be used to evaluate the single-pion production component of several sum rules, in particular GDH, Baldin, and forward spin polarizability [8] . In Table I , we summarized our results for the neutron target.
The running integrals are shown in Fig. 4 . The evaluation of sum rules (GDH, Baldin, and forward spin polarizability) for the neutron target and for a single pion contribution exhibits convergence by 1 GeV. Agreement with Mainz is good. Clearly, calculations above 450 MeV have to take into account contributions beyond single-pion photoproduction. 
